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Abstract

The ratio of the cross section for charm-quark pair production in vector-meson-dominant and

single-resolved-photonic two-photon processes to that in direct-partonic ones is estimated to be as

large as two so that the cross section for D * - production recently measured by TOPAZ

Collaboration at TRISTAN may be explained by these two-photon processes and may not

necessarily lead to such indication of scalar-top-quark pair production as assumed by the

experimentalists.



Recently, the two-photon processes for particle production [1] have been investigated in great

detail by high energy e+e ' colliding beam experiments. Very lately, Enomoto ej si. (TOPAZ

Collaboration) [2] have measured the charm-quark (c) pair production cross section of e+e~ —»e+em

D**X (where X is any hadronic state) at TRISTAN and found it much larger than the theoretical

prediction by Drees el aL (3]. In order to explain the discrepancy, they have suggested the

"exciting possibility" of scalar-top-quark (or top-squark or, in short, stop, t) pair productions by

one-photon annihilation and their decays into a charm quark and a photino (y), which simulate

charm-quark pair productions by two-photon processes, with unbelievably small masses for the

superpartners such as m^ = 15GcV and m^ = 12.7GeV. Why such light stops? Do they really

need to assume such exotic possibility? The purpose of this paper is to point out that the ratio of the

cross section for c pair production in vector-meson-dominant [4] and single-resolved-photonic [5]

two-photon processes to that in direct-partonic ones can be as large as two so that the cross section

for D*-̂  production measured by TOPAZ Collaboration may be explained by these two-photon

processes and may not necessarily lead to such indication of t pair production by one-photon

annihilation as assumed by the experimentalists.

There are three different two-photon processes for hadron production: 1) direct-partonic, 2)

vector-meson-dominant and 3) resolved-photonic processes. 1) In the direct-panonic two-photon

process, two photons directly produce a pair of quark (q) and antiquark (q), which in turn

hadronize. The total cross section for yy -> qq at the total c. m. energy squared of s^ is simply

given, to the zeroth order of strong interactions, by

where a (=1/137) is the fine structure constant, Qn and mq are the quark charge and mass,

respectively, and r = 4mq/Syy, and p = ( l - r ) ' 2) In the vector-meson-dominant two-photon

process [4], both of two photons are dominated by vector mesons (Vi and V2) and converted into

them. After that, they scatter against each other and produce hadrons. The total cross section for

yy - • VjV2 —» X is simply given by

(2)



where fj (i=l, 2) is the vector-meson-dominance coupling constant for V, and o(ViV2 -» X) is the

total cross section for VJV2 -* X. 3) In the resolved-photonic two-photon process [5], either one

or both of two photons are resolved into a pair of quark and antiquark (and gluons). In the single-

re sol ved-photonic process, either one of the quark and antiquark produced by the one resolved

photon (Yr) is scattered by the other photon (y*). After that, the produced quark and antiquark

(and gluons) hadronize. In the double-resolved-photonic process, either one of the quark and

antiquark (and gluons) produced by the one resolved photon is scattered by either one of the quark

and antiquark (and gluons) produced by the other resolved photon, due to the exchange of gluons.

The total cross section for y ry* -» X in the single-resolved-photonic process (which should be

understood as a sub-process in the two photon process of e+e" -» e+e"X for the virtual y*) is

given by

where F* is the hadronic structure function of the (resolved) photon (the momentum p and the spin

averaged) defined by [6]

(2Jt)32P o l (p)V(o)|n)(n|jv(o) |p)(2J t)
38(p+q - p n )

n

Although the hadronic structure functions for y * y* -» X where both of two photons are highly

virtual have been calculated exactly in the light-core algebra of currents [7], those for y ry* —> X

can be calculated not exactly but approximately in the factorization assumption (or vector-meson-

dominance model) [6], in the quark parton model [8] and in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [9].

It should be noted that these three two-photon processes are not independent of each other 1)

Since a vector meson is a bound state of quark-antiquark pair, some vector-meson-dominant two-

photon processes are topologically identical (in Feynman diagrams) to some direct-partonic ones if

the vector mesons scatter against each other due to an exchange of the constituent quark (or

antiquark). 2) Some single-resolved-photonic two-photon processes are topologically equivalent to

some direct-partonic ones if the quark (or antiquark) produced by the resolved photon is scattered

directly by the other photon. 3) Some vector-meson-dominant two-photon processes and some
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single-resolved-photonic ones are topologically equivalent to each other if the vector mesons scatter

against each other due to an exchange of the constituent quark (or antiquark) and if the quark (or

antiquark) produced by the resolved photon is scanered directly by the other photon. Therefore, we

must be careful about the possibility that a naive sum of the cross sections for these three two-

photon processes may easily overcount the real cross section.

Now we are ready to estimate the ratio of the cross section for charm-quark pair production in

vector-meson-dominant and single-resolved-photonic two-photon processes to that in direct-

partonic ones. Let us first note that the zeroth-order total cross section for yy —» cc in Eq. (1) can

be approximated as

a(n -*cc)D = 1 2 T O 2 Q ^ / n f a l forSyr » 4 m ? . (5)
sYr Kmc)

Next, let us note that the most dominant combination of V] and V2 for producing D*± is that of p

and \f (the vector meson consisting of a pair of c c), for which the total cross section in Eq. (2)

becomes

Then, the ratio of these cross sections is simply given by

where R is the constant defined and estimated as

(7)

2m2c(|»|r-*D*x)
R = ITo V~5 \ s 0.24o(pv -» D** X)(mb) (8)



for Qc = 2/3, me = 1.3GeV, fp
2 /4n = 2.0 and f̂  I An s 10. The magnitude of a(py -> D ** X)

is difficult to estimate. We simply assume that it is of the same order as the magnitude of

- o ( p p - * X ) since 0(py -» D ^ X ) * a(p\|/ -» D*°X)~-a(pV|r-» X). The magnitude of

o(pp —> X) can be estimated by combining the following two relations derived from the

factorization and vector-meson-dominance assumptions [4]:

a(ff -+ X) = O(TP -+ X)2 / a(pp -»X) = 0.25^b (9)

for 0(7p -»X) = lOOnb and o(pp -» X) = 40mb, and

o(yy -> X) = (4na/fp) a(pp -* X) = 0.013nbo(pp -» X)(mb) (10)

for fp I An = 2.0. The result is

o(pp -» X) s (fp2/47ta)2o(7P -> X)2/o(pp -> X) = 19mb . (11)

This result and the assumption of o(py —> D ** X) o(pp -» X) indicate that R-2. Therefore,

from Eq. (8) we can find that a(yy -* PV -> D ** X) v /cr(YY -» cc)D ~ 2 for s^ » 4m2 but

(s w /4m2)//n(sYy /m 2 ) ~ 1.

In order to estimate the total cross section for the single-resolved-photonic two-photon

process of yry* —> D •* X, let us also assume the factorization or vector-meson dominance for the

hadronic structure function of the (resolved) photon as [6]

for otyp -> X) = lOOnb, o(pp -» X) = 40mb and Ff = 0.3 or for fp2/An = 2.0 and Ff = 0.2.

Then, the relevant ratio can be estimated as



_ . , . _ U , for5 Y y»4mg . (13)
a ( y y - > c c ) D ~ - - * • ' • 2 > • ' • ' • » "

Therefore, by assuming a(yry* -> D ** X)R = C ( Y V -» D*° X)R ~ -a{yTy* -> X)R for

s ^ » 4m? since Qc/(QU +Qd +Qs + Q c ) = 8 / 1 7« w e c a n al«° find that [oty ry* -» D** X)R

+ o(Y*Yr ->D« r ±X)R]/a(Yr'-»cc)D -1 /2 for s n » 4m| but In^/m^-l.

Although these estimations are crude, they indicate that the ratio of the total cross section for

D ** production in vector-meson-dominant and single-resolved-photonic two-photon processes to

that in direct-partonic ones can be as large as two and much larger than the prediction by Drees ej sL

[3] (which is less than 50%). They do not necessarily indicate that the ratio of the differential cross

sections must be as large as two in any kinematical regions that are relevant experimentally.

However, they certainly suggest that the cross section for D ** production can be twice (and four

times if all the cross sections for the three different two-photon processes are summed up) as large

as the cross section in direct-partonic two-photon process and that the cross section for D **

production recently measured by TOPAZ Collaboration at TRISTAN may be explained by these

two-photon processes and may not necessarily lead to such indication of scalar-top-quark pair

production by one-photon annihilation as assumed by the experimentalists.

In conclusion, let us discuss where else to find t, if any, then. It seems natural to expect that

any superpanners are heavier than their corresponding ordinary particles except for the very special

case where m-t < m, due to the possible large mixing between the two top-squarks \ and tR

[10]. Therefore, it seems likely that m^ > m t . Very recently, CDF and DO Collaborations at

TEVATRON have obtained the lower bounds on the top-quark mass as m t > 91GeV (95% C.L.)

and m t > 131GeV (95% C.L.), respectively [11]. More lately, they have analyzed more than ten

candidates for t pair production and estimated the top-quark mass as m t = 174± l O ^ G e V and

m t = 145GeV (<200GeV), respectively [12]. Both of these upper bounds and estimates are

consistent not only with the constraints on m, from the experimental data on myy. mz and the

neutral currents (and muon life time) obtained by many authors [13] but also with the old prediction

of mt = V8A3rnw (= 131GeV for m ^ = 80GeV) in the t -t condensation picture of the Nambu-

Jona-Lasinio type models [14] and the new prediction of mt = (m(jmcmb/mum|j (=177GeV)

in the subquark-antisubquark condensation picture of the supersymmetric composite models [15,
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16]. Therefore, it seems likely that ni|£200GeV. Moreover, in the latter models, it has been

expected that the masses of all the superpartners are of the order of supersymmetry breaking scale

(>lTeV) and much larger than those of the corresponding ordinary particles (<200GeV).

Therefore, it seems likely that m^ » 200GeV. In any case, probably, we must wait for a while

until we may be able to find the production of superpartners by the future superhigh energy

accelerators such as LHC and JLC. Finally, we wish to emphasize that the argument presented in

this paper does not denounce such exotic possibility of a light top-squark as advocated by Ellis and

Rudaz [10] and that it makes us refrain from accepting the recent data for D** production by

TOPAZ Collaboration at TRISTAN as an indication of such exotic possibility.

The author would like to thank Dr. R. Enomoto for sending him the papers in Ref. [2] before

their publication and for providing him the useful information on the D *~ production experiment

by TOPAZ Collaboration at TRISTAN, both of which have motivated this work.
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